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Patient-specific finite element models of the implanted proximal femur can be built from pre-operative computed
tomography scans and post-operative X-rays. However, estimating three-dimensional positioning from two-dimensional
radiographs introduces uncertainty in the implant position. Further, accurately measuring the thin cement mantle and the
degree of cement–bone interdigitation from imaging data is challenging. To quantify the effect of these uncertainties in
stem position and cement thickness, a sensitivity study was performed. A design-of-experiment study was implemented,
simulating both gait and stair ascent. Cement mantle stresses and bone–implant interface strains were monitored. The
results show that small variations in alignment affect the implant biomechanics, especially around the most proximal and
most distal ends of the stem. The results suggest that implant position is more influential than cement thickness. Rotation
around the medial–lateral axis is the dominant factor in the proximal zones and stem translations are the dominant factors
around the distal tip.
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1. Introduction

The predominant failure mode for cemented total hip

replacement (THR) is aseptic loosening of the femoral

stem (Herberts and Malchau 1997, 2000; Van Goethem

and Pfluger 2005). Many studies have been performed to

determine the stress distribution in the cement and at the

implant–cement interface (Verdonschot and Huiskes

1997; Stolk et al. 2001, 2003; Pérez et al. 2006; Waanders

et al. 2011). The performance of cemented THR is

dependent on a number of factors including patient-

specific bone geometry (Jonkers et al. 2008), bone material

properties (Schileo et al. 2007), loading (Huiskes 1990;

Pancanti et al. 2003), stem design (Nicolella et al. 2006;

Dopico-Gonzalez et al. 2010; Ishida et al. 2011), stem

positioning (Kleemann et al. 2003; Bah et al. 2011) and

cement mantle thickness (Hernigou et al. 2009).

Direct verification of finite element (FE) predictions

using clinical outcomes has rarely been performed.

Lennon et al. (2007) computed accumulated damage,

inducible displacement and migration of seventeen THR

patient-specific FE models, five of the six early revisions

had the highest migration prediction. The et al. (2008)

quantified the association between the estimated hip joint

contact force in biomechanical models and clinically

measured wear rates using roentgen stereophotogram-

metric analysis (RSA). The predicted maximum joint

contact force and wear were clearly correlated in the first

year post-operatively. Perillo-Marcone et al. (2004)

predicted the implant migration using patient-specific FE

models compared with clinical RSA data. Lengsfeld et al.

(2005) investigated femoral strain changes after total hip

arthroplasty from FE analysis based on a retrospective

computerised tomography (CT) in vivo data set of 11

patients 12 years after THR. There was a significant

reduction of the strain energy density values in all Gruen

zones with the greatest effect near the distal tip of the stem.

Turner et al. (2005) combined bone remodelling theory

with FE models to predict alteration in periprosthetic

apparent density; theoretical bone density changes

correlated significantly with clinical densitometry

measurements 2 years post-operatively.

For any such verification of patient-specific FE models

of THR from clinical data, accurate stem positioning is

essential. In many studies, post-operative radiographs are

used for stem positioning. Therefore, it is only possible to

position the stem accurately in the imaging plane, typically

in the coronal plane. The objective of the present

sensitivity analysis is to investigate the influence of the

resulting uncertainty in out-of-plane THR stem position on

the FE predictions of cement mantle stresses and bone–

implant interface strains.

When generating patient-specific FE models, assump-

tions are made regarding the thickness and morphology of

the cement mantle. Conventional cementing techniques

result in a layer of pure cement and layer of cement

interdigitated with bone. This bone–cement composite

layer enhances the bonding strength of the cemented
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implant (Stone et al. 1996; Lucksanasombool et al. 2003;

Waanders et al. 2010). The thickness of this composite

layer can vary, and it is often excluded from FE models of

THR, as most studies simply model a pure cement mantle

of uniform thickness (Ramaniraka et al. 2000; Janssen et al.

2005; Kumar et al. 2009; Pérez et al. 2009). For example,

Kovanda et al. (2009) modelled cemented THR with four

different stem designs: a pure cement mantle was

modelled which was 4–7 mm thick in the proximal region

and 1–3 mm thick in the distal region. Conventional

surgical procedure aims to obtain a total cement mantle of

3–5 mm around the implant (Hernigou et al. 2009), since

thin and deficient mantles have been associated with

adverse clinical outcomes (Star et al. 1994; Massoud et al.

1997). This sensitivity study therefore also investigates the

influence of estimated bone–cement composite layer

thickness on the predicted cement mantle and cement–

bone interface strains.

2. Method

2.1 Model construction

A FE model of an implanted proximal femur was

generated (Figure 1) for one subject (female, 79 years,

76 kg) who had received a cemented femoral stem. The

proximal femur geometry was segmented from pre-

operative CT scans (resolution 0.43 £ 0.43 £ 1 mm). The

resulting bone model was implanted with a cemented

MS30w femoral stem (Zimmerw, Warsaw, IN, USA). The

cement mantle was modelled as a unified body with two

regions: a layer of pure cement (at least 1 mm thick) and a

bone–cement composite layer of varying thickness. The

‘neutral’ implant position was based on the post-operative

coronal radiograph. The bone geometry segmentation and

Boolean operations between stem, cement and bone were

performed in Avizow 6 (Visualization Sciences Group,

Bordeaux, France). Customised scripts were used to

position the implant and to perform Boolean operations to

generate the implant cavity, cement layer and bone–

cement composite layer. In the coronal plane, the stem was

accurately aligned with the post-operative X-ray image. In

the other planes, the neutral position was estimated using

the neck axis and femur long axis as a guide.

The moduli were defined as 210 GPa for the implant

and 2.8 GPa for bone cement (Coultrup 2010). Apparent

bone density (r, g/cm3) was calculated from CT voxel

intensity [Hounsfield units (HU)] using calibration

phantoms within the CT scans. The two calibration points

that describe this linear relationship were (150HU,

0.134 g/cm3) and (350HU, 0.329 g/cm3). Young’s mod-

ulus was then derived from bone apparent density (Morgan

et al. 2003). Although Equation (1) was developed from

the test results of femoral neck trabecular bone, it has been

shown that numerical predictions using this constitutive

law provided good agreement with experimental measure-

ments (Schileo et al. 2007). A Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 was

applied for all materials.

Eb ¼ 6:95r1:49app : ð1Þ

The minimum and maximum apparent bone densities

were 0 and 1.63 g/cm3 respectively. Within the bone

tissue, the maximum Young’s modulus was 14.35 GPa and

Young’s moduli which were calculated to be ,10 MPa

were thresholded to 10 MPa.

The Young’s modulus of the bone–cement composite

was derived using Voigt’s composite model relationship:

E ¼ EbVb þ Ecð12 VbÞ; ð2Þ
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Figure 1. Orientation of FE model and (inset) structure of THR implantation. Three axes are along anterior/posterior (AP),
medial/lateral (ML) and superior/inferior (SI). The positive directions of the three axes are medial (MED), anterior (ANT) and superior
(SUP).
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Vb ¼
rapp

rt
; ð3Þ

where Eb and Ec represent the Young’s modulus of bone

and cement respectively, Vb is the volume-fraction of bone,

rapp is bone apparent density and rt is solid bone tissue

density (2.18 g/cm3 after Hernandez et al. 2001; Schileo

et al. 2007). This composite model only applies to

cancellous bone; unmodified CT-based properties were

applied where the cement would otherwise ‘interdigitate’

into cortical bone. Note, cortical and cancellous regions

were differentiated based on CT segmentation.

The model was meshed and assigned linear elastic

material properties in Avizo (average element size

,1 mm, with ,538,000 tetrahedral elements) and then

imported into ABAQUSw (SIMULIA, USA). ‘Peak’ loads

associated with two representative daily activities (gait

and stair ascent) were applied to the FE model, using joint

and muscle forces from published musculoskeletal studies

(Heller et al. 2005). Loads were expressed as a fraction of

body weight and with respect to a standardised reference

coordinate system (Bergmann et al. 1993). The load values

are listed in Table 1 and load directions are displayed in

Figure 1. The distal surface of the proximal femur was

rigidly fixed. The interfaces between the bone and cement

mantle (including the bone–cement composite region)

were fully bonded, and the interface between stem and

cement was modelled as de-bonded with a contact friction

coefficient of 0.3 (Viceconti et al. 2000).

A mesh sensitivity study was performed by varying the

element sizes of the cement and bone (Table 2). The

variations of cement stresses were within 5% for different

cement element sizes and the variations of equivalent bone

strain at the bone–cement interface were within 5% for

different bone element sizes.

2.2 Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity study was performed using a design-of-

experiment (DOE) approach to adjust the input factors

(stem position and bone cement composite thickness). The

stem was allowed to rotate about the superior–inferior

(ROTSI) axis and medial–lateral (ROTML) axis (these

rotations were applied relative to the bottom tip of the stem

due to the presence of a centraliser), as well as translate

medial– laterally (TRNML) and anterior –posteriorly

(TRNAP). Bone–cement composite thickness was varied

from 1–3 mm (Isaac et al. 2000). CTHICK represents the

whole cement mantle thickness, including the 1mm pure

cement layer; total cement thickness therefore varies from

2–4mm.. Medial–lateral translation is not out-of-plane

for a two-dimensional (2D) radiograph, but because this

factor brings the stem into close proximity with the

cortical bone, it was included as an additional factor,

although with a smaller range of variation (2.5mm total vs

5mm total for TRNAP). Table 3 summarises the variability

assigned to these sensitivity factors. The ranges of these

stem positions were tested to satisfy that the stem would

not penetrate through the bone cortex. Twenty-five DOE

trials were modelled. Three output measures were chosen

for this sensitivity study. Table 4 summarises the FE output

measures.

Von Mises stress of the cement mantle was chosen as a

measure of potential fatigue failure of the cement mantle

(Nicolella et al. 2001). Failure at the cement–stem and

cement–bone interfaces may result from the occurrence of

abnormally high shear and compressive stresses within the

cement, leading to fracture of the cement and subsequent

subsidence of the stem (Ramaniraka et al. 2000).

First principal stress of the cement mantle was used as

a measure of tensile failure of cement (Harrington et al.

2002; Nicolella et al. 2006). Depending upon composition

and curing, the ultimate tensile strength and compressive

strength of cement have been reported to range from 24 to

49 MPa and 73 to 117 MPa, respectively (Lewis 1997).

The mechanical response of the bone itself was

estimated by measuring equivalent strain at the bone–

cement interface. Bone failure has been shown to be driven

by deformation (Nalla et al. 2003; Taylor 2003), with high

strain at the bone–cement interface being associated with

implant migration (Taylor et al. 1998). The yield strain of

cancellous bone has been reported to occur at 7000

microstrain (Morgan and Keaveny 2001).

‘Peak’ values were represented using the 95th

percentile instead of the maximum value in the FE

model, since individual maxima in elements are prone to

numerical artifacts and singularities (Lennon and Pre-

ndergast 2001). For the von Mises stress and first principal

stress of the cement mantle, 95% of the cement volume has

stress less than the 95th percentile value. For equivalent

strain at the bone–cement interface, 95% of the bone–

cement interface area has strain less than the 95th

percentile strain value. The 75th percentile and median

stress/strain were also calculated; however, for all factors,

similar trends were found for median, 75th percentile and

[Q2]

[Q3]

Table 1. Hip joint forces and muscle forces applied in the
sensitivity study models.

Force
Gait

(%BW)
Stair

climbing (%BW)

Hip contact 237.75 251.05
Abductor (1) 104.23 113.80
Ilio-tibial tract, proximal part (2a) 0 16.83
Ilio-tibial tract, distal part (2b) 0 16.83
Tensor fascia latae, proximal

part (3a)
18.99 6.48

Tensor fascia latae, distal part (3b) 19.02 6.51
Vastus lateralis (4) 94.73 136.96
Vastus medialis (5) 0 270.16
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95th percentile values. Therefore only 95th percentiles

will be discussed in the following results.

To investigate the influence of input factors on more

localised stress and strain distributions, the stress and

strain values were also evaluated within Gruen zones

(Gruen et al. 1979).

3. Results

In general, the predicted cement stresses (Figure 2) and

bone–cement interface strains (Figure 3) were all higher

for the stair ascent load than for the gait load, with elevated

values concentrated in the lateral–proximal and medial–

distal areas. Figures 4–6 show the effects of the different

stem positioning parameters and cement thicknesses

considered. (For example, increasing cement thickness

reduced von Mises stress and first principal stress at the

cement mantle and the equivalent strain in bone at the

bone–cement interface). To characterise the overall effect

of each factor, the results of all DOE trials for all

investigated outputs were collated.

3.1 Effect of factors

The variation of each output and the effects of different

factors calculated from the main effect analysis (McBur-

ney and White 2010) are summarised in Table 5. A main

effect is the effect of an independent variable on a

dependent variable averaging across the levels of any other

independent variables. The main effect values represent

the variance of mean values for three levels of each factor.

For example, when ROTSI varies between 258, 08 and 58,

but all the other factors stay at mean value, the

corresponding variance of Cem-sv is 0.95MPa for the

gait load and 1.43MPa with stair ascent load.

Table 6 uses pie charts to compare the relative effect of

all factors. In terms of relative influence of individual

factors (Table 5), ROTML is the dominant factor for Cem-

sv and Cem-s1 (gait and stairs). For stair ascent, by

varying ROTML from 238 to 38, the variations of Cem-sv

and Cem-s1 are 1.71, 1.05MPa relative to 4.97, 2.64MPa,

respectively. The percentages of variations are 34.4% and

39.7%. For Bone/Cem-1v, ROTML is the dominant factor

with gait load; the effects of ROTML and TRNML are

almost equal with 36.8% and 38.7% relative to the

standard position. In terms of absolute effects of factors in

Table 5, all stem position factors have a significant

influence on the predicted values. For example, with stair

ascent load, the effects of ROTSI, ROTML, TRNAP and

TRNML on Bone/Cem-1v are variation ranges of 0.63,

0.76, 0.61 and 0.8 ( £ 103m strain), respectively, which are

all significant relative to standard value. CTHICK has less

overall effect on all output measures in all cases.

3.2 Stress and strain distribution in Gruen zones

The local variations in different Gruen zones are shown for

Cem-sv (Figure 7) and Bone/Cem-1v (Figure 8). Peak

stress/strain occurs at the distal end of the stem (zone 4).

Table 2. Different meshes of implanted hip model and results with stair ascent peak load.

Cement element
size

Bone element
size

Total
elements

Total
nodes

95th Von Mises
stress in

cement (MPa)

95th Equivalent strain
at bone–cement

interface (103m strain)

1.5 3 357,193 77,514 4.8 1.92
1.5 2 391,166 83,098 4.83 2.04
1 3 394,255 83,779 5.07 1.93
1 2 526,277 105,883 4.97 2.06
0.7 2 1,010,413 188,815 4.98 2.04

[Q4]

[Q5]

Table 3. List of test conditions for 25 DOE trials.

Test no.
ROTSI

(8)
ROTML

(8)
TRNAP

(mm)
TRNML

(mm)
CTHICK

(mm)

1 25 0 0 21.5 2
2 25 0 0 21.5 3
3 25 0 0 21.5 4
4 25 3 2.5 0 2
5 25 3 2.5 0 3
6 25 3 2.5 0 4
7 0 23 0 0 2
8 0 23 0 0 3
9 0 23 0 0 4
10 0 0 2.5 22.5 2
11 0 0 2.5 22.5 3
12 0 0 2.5 22.5 4
13 0 3 22.5 21.5 2
14 0 3 22.5 21.5 3
15 0 3 22.5 21.5 4
16 5 23 2.5 21.5 2
17 5 23 2.5 21.5 3
18 5 23 2.5 21.5 4
19 5 0 22.5 0 2
20 5 0 22.5 0 3
21 5 0 22.5 0 4
22 5 3 0 22.5 2
23 5 3 0 22.5 3
24 5 3 0 22.5 4
25 0 0 0 0 2
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Variations are greatest in the two most proximal zones

(1, 7) and the distal zone (4). Again, stresses/strains are

higher for stair ascent than gait.

The effects of all factors on stress/strain values

are displayed in Tables 7 and 8. For Cem-sv and

Bone/Cem-1v in all cases, ROTML is the dominant factor

in zones 1, 2, 3, 7; TRNAP and TRNML are dominant

factors in the distal zone 4 and the effect of CTHICK is

greater in zones 1, 2 and 6 compared to its overall average

effect on stress/strain in the whole volume/surface.

Figure 2. von Mises stress (MPa) in cement mantle during stair ascent (left) and gait (right) of standard stem position (test 25). (a) Front
view, right side is medial side; (b) cross-section view in four cutting planes; (c) back view, left side is medial side.

Figure 3. Equivalent strain ( £ 103m strain) in bone at bone–cement interface during stair ascent (left) and gait (right) of standard stem
position (test 25). (a) Front view, right side is medial side; (b) back view, left side is medial side.

Table 4. FE output measures for sensitivity study.

Output measure Location Units

Cement von Mises stress Cem-sv Throughout cement mantle MPa
Cement first principal stress Cem-s1 Throughout cement mantle MPa
Bone equivalent strain Bone/Cem-1v At bone–cement interface 103m strain (1023 strain)
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4. Discussion

This study investigated the effect of stem position and

cement mantle thickness on the stresses and strains within

the cement mantle and at the bone–cement interface. For

the levels of variation studied, the results clearly show that

malpositioning is more influential than cement thickness

on the outcomes. In particular, the rotation about the ML

axis (which is particularly difficult to detect from 2D

coronal radiographs) was highly dominant for all metrics,

despite having a lower level of applied variation.

4.1 Corroborating this study against existing work

Before the results are discussed in detail, the important

issue of validation of numerical results should be

addressed. All numerical models must be properly

[Q6]
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Figure 4. Variation of 95th percentile von Mises stress in cement mantle with gait and stair ascent.
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Figure 5. Variation of 95th percentile first principal stress in cement mantle with gait and stair ascent.
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validated in order to provide useful information. In the

present case, the purpose of this sensitivity study is to lay

the groundwork for this FE model to be validated in more

detail against patient-specific clinical follow-up data (this

will be the subject of a subsequent publication).

Nonetheless, it is still helpful at this juncture to consider

how the modelling work compares to the validated FE

studies of the implanted hip.

In tis study, the output measures monitored are stress

levels within the cement and surface strain at the bone–

cement interface. Volumetric measures cannot easily be

reproduced experimentally, but studies have attempted to

characterise surface strains in particular.

Ramos et al. (2012) used optical fibre Bragg grating

sensors to measure strains within the cement mantle, and

found that strains could vary considerably across the

cement, from the proximal to distal regions. Whilst high

concentrations of strain were reported around the distal

region (as in this study), high values could also occur in the

mid-region or proximally. A similar trend was found by

Rohlmann et al. (1983), who reported considerable

variations in the strains depending on location, but

generally larger values at the distal zone. Stolk et al.

(2002) also found generally higher strains at the most

distal measurement locations.

Fewer studies have experimentally varied factors

under test, but those that have are in agreement with this

study. Fisher et al. (1997) used embedded strain gauges to

monitor the cement mantle for different thicknesses of

cement, and found reduced strains for a thicker mantle, as

is consistently apparent in the present numerical study.

FE models of cemented THR have previously been

widely used to determine the stress distribution in the bulk

cement or at the cement interface (Mann et al. 1995;

Lennon and Prendergast 2001; Stolk et al. 2001). Some

studies have compared the performance of different

designs (Mann et al. 1997; Janssen et al. 2005; Abdullah

et al. 2010), other studies have compared the stress

Table 5. Main effect of factors (at 95th percentile level) for all investigated outputs.

Output Load ROTSI ROTML TRNAP TRNML CTHICK

Cem-sv (Mpa) Gait (3.36) 0.95 (28.27%) 1.19 (35.42%) 1.04 (30.95%) 0.66 (19.64%) 0.32 (9.52%)
Stair (4.97) 1.43 (28.77%) 1.71 (34.41%) 1.6 (32.19%) 1.18 (23.74%) 0.56 (11.27%)

Cem-s1 (MPa) Gait (1.89) 0.55 (29.14%) 0.83 (43.97%) 0.6 (31.79%) 0.37 (19.60%) 0.33 (17.48%)
Stair (2.64) 0.68 (25.78%) 1.05 (39.81%) 0.83 (31.47%) 0.72 (27.30%) 0.47 (17.82%)

Bone/Cem-1v (10
3m strain) Gait (1.43) 0.38 (26.55%) 0.56 (39.13%) 0.41 (28.65%) 0.42 (29.35%) 0.13 (9.08%)

Stair (2.07) 0.63 (30.49%) 0.76 (36.78%) 0.61 (29.52%) 0.8 (38.72%) 0.12 (5.81%)

Notes: In load column, the values in brackets are output when stem in neutral position (test 25); in the factor columns, main effects of factors are listed, the values in brackets are
relative percentile of these main effects relative to standard value in load column.
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Figure 6. Variation of 95th percentile equivalent strain in bone at bone–cement interface with gait and stair ascent.
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distribution with bonded and debonded cement–stem

interfaces (Chang et al. 1998; Lennon and Prendergast

2001; Pérez et al. 2006). Pérez et al. (2006) analysed the

influence of the bonding degree of the stem–cement

interface on the failure probability of cemented hip

prostheses. It was predicted that critical sites appeared at

the different regions with different stem–cement interface

conditions. The critical regions were found at the distal and

proximal regions of the cement mantle with a debonded

stem–cement interface. Lennon and Prendergast (2001)

evaluated cement stresses in cemented THR with different

stem–cement interface conditions, and concluded that the

stressed volume should be used as measure of durability of

cement fixation. They predicted high stresses in the

proximal medial region and the region surrounding the

distal tip. However, the FE model was a composite femur

and loads were only applied on the greater trochanter.

Jonkers et al. (2008) developed a patient-specific FE model

of the proximal femur and applied muscle loads using a

musculoskeletal model. The von Mises stresses on the

Table 6. Pie-chart plot of main effect for all outputs.

Output Gait Stair ascent

Cem-sv

ROTSI

ROTML

TRNAP

TRNML

CTHICK

Cem-s1

Bone/Cem-1v

Figure 7. Variation of 95th percentile von Mises stress in
cement mantle. Dark bars represent gait, light bars represent stair
ascent; the filled bar represents outputs of standard stem position
(test 25), the error bar plot represents variation of output values.

Figure 8. Variation of 95th percentile equivalent strain in bone
at bone–cement interface. Dark bars represent gait, light bars
represent stair ascent; the filled bar represents outputs of standard
stem position (test 25), the error bar plot represents variation of
output values.
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Table 7. Pie-chart plot of main effect for Cem-sv in Gruen zones.

Zone number Gait Stair ascent

1

ROTSI

ROTML

TRNAP

TRNML

CTHICK

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Table 8. Pie-chart plot of main effect for Bone/Cem-1v in Gruen zones.

Zone number Gait Stair ascent

1

ROTSI

ROTML

TRNAP

TRNML

CTHICK

2

3

4

5

6

7
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lateral proximal femur were equal to or higher than those

on the medial proximal femur. Another reason for the

higher stress and strain in the lateral proximal femur is the

relatively low density in this area for this patient. Nicolella

et al. (2006) performed a probabilistic analysis to assess the

effect of three-dimensional (3D) deterministic shape

optimisation of a cemented femoral prosthesis on the

predicted probability of failure of the prosthesis system. It

was found that the uncertainty in the joint loading, cement

strength and implant–cement interface strength have the

greatest effect on the computed probability of failure. Stolk

et al. (2001) used FE to investigate the sensitivity of THR

stress and strain fields to joint and muscle forces, and

reported that the hip-joint contact forces and abductor

forces were the most influential factors.

Comparisons of previous works with this study must

account for the different factors and different implants

being investigated. Ramaniraka et al. (2000) evaluated

micromotion and stress at the cement–bone and cement–

stem interfaces for titanium and cobalt-chromium stems.

They found that micromotion was minimal with a cement

mantle 3–4 mm thick but then increased with greater

cement thickness. They also found abnormally high

micromotions when the cement was thinner than 2 mm and

the stem was made of titanium. For a cobalt-chromium

stem, the variations of stresses at both interfaces did not

vary significantly as a function of cement mantle

thickness. This latter result is consistent with the findings

of this study. Ramaniraka et al. (2000) assumed that both

the cement–bone and cement–stem interfaces were

debonded. However, the cement–bone interface was

bonded in the current study, as cement and cancellous

bone were assumed to be integrated as a composite.

Kleemann et al. (2003) simulated the effect of femoral

anteversion and offset in cemented THR, and found that

femoral anteversion was more critical. Although it is hard

to perform direct comparisons, as a different anteversion

range was used and other stem position factors were not

included in Kleemann’s study, they also concluded that

ROTSI is the main factor influencing cement mantle

stresses. Looking at the different Gruen zones (Table 7),

both Kleemann’s study and this study predicted higher

sensitivity of cement stress to ROTSI in the medial–

proximal zone (Gruen zone 7) as compared to the medial–

distal zones (Gruen zones 4 and 5).

The sensitivity to cement thickness was lower than the

sensitivity to stem positioning. A number of experimental

studies appear to demonstrate that the total femoral cement

mantle including pure cement and the cement interdigi-

tated into the cancellous bone must be at least 3 mm thick

to reduce risks of cement fatigue; thin and deficient

mantles have been associated with adverse results

(Hernigou et al. 2009). Ramaniraka et al. (2000) suggested

an optimum thickness of cement was in the range of 3-

5 mm. Huiskes (1990) recommended a non-uniform

thickness of cement ranging from 3 to 6 mm for the

proximal part of the canal. However, from Hernigou’s

(2009) review, the thickness of the cement mantle does not

appear to have an influence on the risk of loosening

beyond 10 years post-operatively (Ramaniraka et al.

2000), suggesting that late loosening is related to an

absence of primary stability of the implant rather than

cement mantle thickness. The range of cement thickness

was 2–4 mm in this study, and is comparable to the

suggested ‘good’ ranges in the literature. This may be the

reason that stress/strain sensitivity is lower for cement

thickness than for other factors. The sensitivity of cement

thickness may increase outside the range investigated.

Another possibility for the low sensitivity is that the

cement thickness is effectively constant in the distal region

due to the filling of the medullary cavity. This can be

observed from Tables 7 and 8 (the very low effect of

CTHICK in the distal zones 3–5).

Considering the local stress/strain distributions in the

Gruen zones, high stresses in the cement mantle and high

strains in bone at the bone–cement interface were found in

the proximal (Gruen zone 1) and distal (Gruen zones 3–5)

areas of the stem. This is consistent with other studies

(Stolk et al. 2001; Jonkers et al. 2008).

Looking at different Gruen zones, the effects of factors

in individual zones do differ from the overall effect across

the whole cement mantle. ROTML is dominant in the

proximal zone, TRNAP and TRNML are dominant factors

at the distal end of cement mantle.

Only the peak forces associated with gait and stair

ascent were investigated in this study, since these are

considered most relevant. Pérez et al. (2006) analysed the

influence of the stem–cement bonding degree on the

performance of cemented hip prostheses. From the two

cases analysed, stair ascent was predicted to be more

detrimental than gait loading. The same conclusion was

drawn by Kleemann et al. (2003). This is in agreement

with this study also.

‘Peak’ values were represented using the 95th

percentile instead of the maximum value in the FE

model, since individual maxima in elements are prone to

numerical artifacts and singularities. In theory, FE is able

to determine the stresses in the cement and hence the

durability of the implant fixation. However, a significant

problem is that the stress distribution in a cement mantle

around an orthopaedic implant is complex. The true bone

microstructure and also the cement composition (e.g.

influence of cement porosity) will affect the localised

stress concentrations (Harrigan et al. 1992). In this respect,

monitoring the peak stress (as in this study) may give an

incorrect picture of the potential durability of the

cemented fixation.

This study has a number of limitations. Only two load

cases (gait and stair ascent) were considered in this study,

as compared to the spectrum of loading likely to be
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experienced during activities of daily living. Both

cancellous and cortical bone were modelled as elastic

and isotropic, as opposed to anisotropic (Ciarelli et al.

1991; Keaveny et al. 2001), and the failure-criterion is not

well-defined for these materials. Cement was also

modelled as elastic and isotropic, the viscoelastic proper-

ties and initial damage (voids, cracks originated by initial

residual stresses) were neglected (Lewis 1998; Jeffers et al.

2007). Bone–cement composite properties were calcu-

lated based on bone porosity; true mechanical properties of

the composite are more complex (Waanders et al. 2010).

The bone properties are based on pre-operative CT data; in

reality, bone dynamically adapts and remodels over time,

so the results will not reflect the longer-term performance

of the THR. The levels of variation studied for the input

factors are estimates only, based on alignment tolerances

judged by visual inspection. It is clear from the results that

the magnitude of these values is important, so under-

standing these uncertainties is essential if patient-specific

FE models are to move closer to being accurate, verifiable

tools for clinical case-study use.

5. Conclusions

The sensitivity of THR to uncertainty in stem positioning

and cement thickness was investigated using FE analysis,

based on the recognised difficulties of estimating these

parameters from limited medical imaging data. Mal-

rotations and mal-translations were found to dominate the

sensitivity analysis, with cement thickness emerging as less

influential. The effect of these factors was found to be

reasonably consistent for both gait and stair ascent load-

cases. The variations were most pronounced in the most

proximal and distal zones around the stem (i.e. at the

extremities). The levels of observed variation are large

enough to mask other effects which may be studied in a

patient-specific FE model. Therefore, it is very important

for researchers working on patient-specific models using

clinical data to ensure that particular attention is given to

ensuring that the out-of-plane positioning has been

accurately assessed, and where this uncertainty cannot be

easily resolved, performing comparable sensitivity studies

to this one to ensure that the influence of that uncertainty

can be quantified and accounted for in subsequent analyses.

Clinically, this study once again reaffirms the absolutely

central importance of effective alignment, and demon-

strates that assessment of 2D radiographic images alone

does not provide a full and comprehensive assessment of

the 3D alignment and its influence on implant performance.
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